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HEALTH PAYMENT SYSTEMS ANNOUNCES
IMPROVEMENTS TO HPS ONLINE ACCESS
User-focused research leads to enhancements in customer online access point, improving
consumer-centric solution for healthcare billing confusion
MILWAUKEE (Feb. 23, 2017) – Health Payment Systems (HPS), the only company that
consolidates a consumer’s healthcare bill and explanation of benefits claim information into one
statement, has launched a redesign of its HPS Online Access portal. The enhancements are based
on direct customer feedback that resulted from of user-focused research to ensure an easy,
welcoming and intuitive digital experience that aligns with the company’s mission – ending
healthcare billing confusion. HPS is focused on that mission and proactively works on improving its
offering as digital, billing and information consumption habits continue to evolve.
The company’s solution to healthcare billing confusion improves the patient experience through
patented technology that consolidates a healthcare consumer’s medical bills and explanation of
benefits into a single monthly statement. As a result, consumers receive one statement, can make
one monthly payment and have one place to call, even when multiple specialists, physicians, health
care systems or other health insurance providers are involved.
Customers of HPS are now able to use an improved HPS Online Access portal to manage and pay
their healthcare expenses online. HPS streamlined the account registration process for new users,
and unveiled a new look and feel, which increases the visibility of key features and improves the
overall customer experience.
HPS’s technology provides a solution that gives health systems, Accountable Care Organizations
and more an array of benefits. Ultimately, the consumers of healthcare services – their customers –
get a better experience from a simplified billing process.
To learn more about HPS, follow @HPSOneBill on Twitter.
About Health Payment Systems
Health Payment Systems is a privately held healthcare technology and services organization offering solutions
to enhance the consumer healthcare billing and payments experience, while driving value to healthcare
providers, health insurance companies and employers. Its patented solutions enable one statement, one
payment and one place to call, making HPS the clear solution to healthcare confusion. To date, the company
has processed over $1 billion in claims. In 2016, HPS received honorable mention as a “Transformational
Approach” with its healthcare billing solution in the U.S. Department of Health & Human Services national
challenge at the Health 2.0 Conference. It is headquartered in Milwaukee.
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